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Be Inspired!
To help and inspire you in your Synergy business, there are a number of events – both local and global that you can tap into to help train,
motivate and inspire you and your fellow team members. These can be categorised as follows;
•
•
•
•

Webinars
H2H team training
UK training
Synergy summits
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Webinars
Short for Web-based seminar, a webinar is a presentation, lecture, workshop or seminar that is transmitted
over the Web using video conferencing software. A key feature of a Webinar is its interactive elements and the
ability to give, receive and discuss information in real-time.
H2H team members can share audio, documents and applications with webinar attendees. H2H team
members use webinars to introduce the business to people who are not geographically close, or to provide
training to other team members. While the presenter is speaking they can share desktop applications and
documents.
Previous training meetings are often recorded and can be made available to
H2H team members unable to attend in real-time.
Most team members use the free version of Zoom which
enables you to have webinar meetings online.
Speak to your upline for a tutorial of how to use it if you are
new to webinars.
There are a host of excellent recorded webinars in our YouTube
channel under the playlists Foundations for Elite Health

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AT5d897Pt1s&list=PLZ8E00JvYYi7FoysMy8Vm7EtrfsDik-ee
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H2H Team Training
Team training within H2H is designed to be informative, collaborative and fun!
From home based product training – such as Trulum skin care workshops, hotel based seminars with key
leaders or business training on key skills – the H2H team is always looking to put sessions together that
provide self-development opportunities.
The H2H Path to Freedom Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/heart2heartpathtofreedom/?fref=ts
is the place to find out more about H2H organised training sessions,
which are open to any H2H team members. You can find upcoming
events in our Events Calendar in this portal.
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UK Training
The European Advisory Board, comprising of the European General Managers and leading UK distributors organise regular training events
that focus on Product Training, Business Development Training and Personal Development Training. These are ideal sessions to bring
prospects and new team members to – so they can learn more about the great health benefits of Synergy products and/or learn about the
potential for a residual income by becoming a Synergy Distributor.
The Synergy blog http://ieblog.synergyworldwide.com/ always has the dates and locations of these events, where people can come to learn,
hear great product testimonials, network with others and try products, as well as the opportunity to sometimes win prizes!
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Synergy Summits
People who participate in these events get an important view of the potential
Synergy WorldWide has in global markets. Those who participate in events benefit
from great motivational and technical trainings. These trainings lead to significant
advantages that can boost your business.
Nothing can replace personal participation at these Summits, meeting and talking personally with
company leaders and Synergy representatives, asking questions, and diving into successful programs with
Synergy’s best and brightest—these experiences are invaluable to your business. In a traditional
organisation, trainings and event programs of this magnitude would cost thousands, typically such Synergy
events are less that £100 to attend – in addition they are a great way to explore exciting cities like
Barcelona, Rome, Vienna and others.

Every successful Synergy leader talks about the
importance of attending these summits – and bringing
your team members with you – this is very true
within the H2H team, which typically has the highest
UK attendance at such events.
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• Events are a great way to network with like-minded people, learn more about the Products and the Business
Opportunity
• H2H also organizes self-development training – check out the H2H Path to Freedom page for more information –
perhaps there is a skill you bring to the team that others would benefit from?
• Look at the calendar in our team portal and diarise upcoming events
• UK events are a great way to introduce new people to Synergy – check the blog for upcoming events
• All successful leaders stress the importance of attending the European summits – make it your goal to attend and bring
as many people with you as you can – your business can expand as a direct result from these events
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